SECRET 0107267 FEB 75 STAFF

CITE NAIROBI    

TO: IMMEDIATE DIRECTOR INFO TEHRAN.

NIACT IMMEDIATE DIRECTOR.

RYBAT

REF: DIRECTOR

1. AMBASSADOR HELMS IS AT THIS MOMENT TRAVELLING BY CAR FROM NANYUKI TO NAIVASHA VIA ABERDARE MOUNTAINS. IMPOSSIBLE TO CONTACT UNTIL EARLIEST 1700 HOURS LOCAL 1 FEB. AT LAKE NAIVASHA HOTEL.

2. OFFICER WILL HAND CARRY REF MESSAGE DEPARTING EARLY AFTERNOON 1 FEBRUARY. HOWEVER, IF THERE ADDITIONAL INFO BEING forwarded as mentioned para two ref, IT MUST REACH NAIROBI NO LATER THAN 1500 HOURS LOCAL TO REACH AMB. HELMS TODAY. IF NOT, NEXT OPPORTUNITY CONTACT AMB. HELMS WILL BE VIA CHARTERED PLANE AT KEKOROK LODGE AFTERNOON 2 FEB. ADVISE NIACT IMMEDIATE.

3. NO FILE.
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